Neuronal mechanisms of learning in an in vitro Aplysia preparation: sites other than the sensory-motor neuron synapse are involved.
Classical conditioning of the gill withdrawal reflex can be demonstrated in two different in vitro Aplysia preparations. The data obtained show that as conditioning of the gill withdrawal reflex proceeds there are changes in synaptic efficacy at the central sensory-motor neurone synapse. These changes in synaptic efficacy, however, are not necessary nor are they sufficient for the observed changes in gill reflex behaviour. Changes must be occurring at other loci within the nervous system to mediate the associative learning. We hypothesized, based on data obtained from one type of in vitro preparation, that changes occur in the ability of the motor neurone to elicit a gill withdrawal response as a result of classical conditioning training. In order to test this hypothesis we depolarized an identified gill motor neurone before and after classical conditioning and found that the motor neurone's ability to elicit a gill movement was facilitated following classical conditioning training. In control preparations that received an explicitly unpaired stimulus paradigm (which does not lead to classical conditioning of the reflex) there was a decrease in the efficacy of a gill motor neurone to elicit a gill withdrawal response. There are a number of possible sites within the integrated central (CNS) and peripheral (PNS) nervous systems where changes could occur to bring about the alterations in motor neurone efficacy. Our results suggest that changes in neuronal activity which underlie learning occur at multiple sites within the nervous system and that a complete understanding of the mechanisms of associative learning can only be obtained when all of these sites are taken into account.